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AP RESEARCH Summer Assignment
Ms. Rousseau (rousseaua@whitehouseisd.org)

The following summer work has been crafted after much consideration and discussion with other AP
Research colleagues. This is not busy work or an attempt to take away precious summer time, but there
are some concepts and items that you need to establish prior to starting AP Research. These are
concepts that should be considered while taking long walks on the beach, sitting in the back of the car
on a road trip, trying to fall asleep at camp, playing video games, or whatever summer activity
enhances your life. Know that you will be asked to dig deep, so please start now.

The tasks below will guide you in choosing a potential topic, finding perspectives, and potential sources
that will help you craft your research question. This document is in the Shared Google Drive.  Make a
copy to collect your information.

TASK 1: FINDING AN AREA OF INTEREST FOR RESEARCH
Similarly to AP Seminar, College Board wants you to present your AP Research academic paper with a
leading question - the Research Question (RQ). The goal of this part of the assignment is to brainstorm

ideas for your AP Research project. The following concepts are things to consider when attempting to

build an AP Research RQ. Remember, the topic you decide to work with must hold your interest for the

entire year. Sit and reflect about your true interests for this course prior to completing these charts.

Complete this interest inventory before continuing with the final task.

Part A: Think Holistically
For this section, do a little research on reliable sources or another reliable database, or consider
topics you learned about in your other classes. List at least 2-3 general areas of interest in each
category. Your answers can be bullet-pointed phrases.

Question Answer

Look up topics related to art or culture
(music, literature, film, theater, etc.).
What interests you?

Look up topics related to the
economy – U.S. or another country.
What interests you?

Look up topics related to the
business world. What interests
you?

What are some current political issues in
the U.S. that interest you?

What are some current political
issues globally that interest you?



What are some historical topics that
interest you?

What historical topics relate to a
current issue today?

What are some health/medical
related topics that interest you?

Which kind of science most interests
you? What are some topics in that
field?

What are some current ideas/issues
happening in the world of
technology?

What place interests you?

What is your favorite book? Movie? Why?

What career are you considering pursuing?

What are some current issues in
education?

Spend one day observing as you go
about your day (brush your teeth, drive
around, walk, shop, interact, travel,
etc.) What are some interesting things
you notice? What do you wonder?
What surprises you?

Part B: Think Introspectively
For this section, just answer the question. These can come from you or from your topic exploration
in Part A, but they don’t have to. Your answers should be in paragraph form.

Question Answer

What fascinates you?

What is something you are curious about?

What is a problem you would like to
see solved?

What is a topic you are passionate about?

What prediction can you make about



the future?

What is something you would like to create?

What is something you don’t understand
but would you like explained?

In what ways do people surprise you?

Part C: Think Academically
For this section, focus even more specifically on the concepts that impact a well-developed and
well-designed academic inquiry. Your answers should be in paragraph form. These can come from
your topic exploration in Parts A and B, but they don’t have to.

Concept Description Reflections

Focus

Research
Discipline
and Topic

●Discipline: Lens or
section of focus
○ Art
○ History
○ Humanities
○ Hard Sciences
○ Social Sciences
○ Mathematics

●Topic: Specific
interest within a
discipline that
creates the basics
of your research
question

What discipline do you feel you are most successful in at
school?

What research field would you enjoy working in
during your research?

What details can you add to your research field
to shape your topic interest?

Scope

Depth and Size
of Your

● Context: The
specific setting of
your research

● Variables: The
items/people/
situations/issues/
concepts being
studied and/or
manipulated.

What specific things in your research field would you
like to study: People? Animals? Things? Concepts?
Theories?



How could you work with the people/animals/
things/concepts/theories that you will research?

Value

Contribution to
the Body of
Knowledge

● The value of your
research is
determined by
how your
contribution
enhances what is
already known
about the topic.

● You are expected
to either add to
the current
conversation of a
discipline or use
multiple
discipline
conversations to
create new
knowledge.

How would your research be relevant or interesting
to you and society or within your discipline of study?

How could your research benefit society or your
discipline of study?

Task 2: Exploring Potential Resources Within Your Chosen Discipline
Part A: Exploring Discussions and Potential Experts
You need to see what’s happening in your Research Field and Discipline by reading current credible
articles. You will summarize each article and develop 2-3 questions related to, but not answered in
the article.

Current
Discussions on
Topic

● Find 5 current discussions about different topics in your discipline
or research field (credible, not necessarily peer reviewed). At
least 5 should be peer-reviewed/ scholarly articles.

● Summarize each article
● Develop 2-3 narrowly focused research questions related to, but

were not answered in the article.

Title Summary and Questions

Source

Page



Title Summary and Questions

Source

Page

Title Summary and Questions

Source

Page

Title Summary and Questions

Source

Page

Title Summary and Questions

Source

Page

Possible Expert
Advisors

Identify 2-3 adults who are skilled in your topic, discipline, or
research field. Locate contact information to ask if they would be
willing to support you as an expert advisor.

Name:
Contact Information:

Name:
Contact Information:

Name:
Contact Information:

Part B: Finding Scholarly Sources
From the topics above and search for some potential peer reviewed sources using WISD Online
Resources - Gale, EBSCO, etc. Create a chart that contains permalinks and the title/author for each of



your resources. You might also download a copy of the source and place in your shared drive. If you
like to do things on paper, put information about on an index card. You do NOT need to annotate these
sources. YOU WILL BE USING THESE SOURCES AS PART OF YOUR FIRST MAJOR CLASS ASSIGNMENT.

Potential Topic:

Title/Author/Source Link to article:
(I would recommend downloading the source as well in case the link
doesn’t work later).

Task 3: Creating a Research Question
Look back at the questions that you brainstormed in Task 1 and think about your interests and the
potential resources available. Draft an initial narrowly focused research question to start off the
semester. Your question will evolve and change, so this draft question doesn’t need to be perfect. It
just needs to be done.

DRAFT Research Question


